Abstract. We present an algebraic framework which simultaneously generalizes the notion of linear subspaces, matroids, valuated matroids, oriented matroids, and regular matroids. To do this, we first introduce algebraic objects called tracts which generalize both hyperfields in the sense of Krasner and partial fields in the sense of Semple and Whittle. We then define matroids over tracts; in fact, there are (at least) two natural notions of matroid in this general context, which we call weak and strong matroids. We give "cryptomorphic" axiom systems for such matroids in terms of circuits, Grassmann-Plücker functions, and dual pairs, and establish some basic duality results. We then explore sufficient criteria for the notions of weak and strong matroids to coincide. For example, if F is a particularly nice kind of tract called a doubly distributive partial hyperfield, we show that the notions of weak and strong matroid over F coincide. We also give examples of tracts F and weak F -matroids which are not strong. Our theory of matroids over tracts is closely related to but more general than "matroids over fuzzy rings" in the sense of Dress and Dress-Wenzel.
Introduction
Matroid theory is a remarkably rich part of combinatorics with links to algebraic geometry, optimization, and many other areas of mathematics. Matroids provide a useful abstraction of the notion of linear independence in vector spaces, and can be thought of as combinatorial analogues of linear subspaces of K m , where K is a field. A key feature of matroids is that they possess a duality theory which abstracts the concept of orthogonal complementation from linear algebra. There are a number of important enhancements of the notion of matroid, including oriented matroids, valuated matroids, and regular matroids. In this paper, we provide an algebraic framework for unifying all of these enhancements, introducing what we call matroids over tracts. Examples of tracts include hyperfields 1 in the sense of Krasner, partial fields in the sense of Semple and Whittle [SW96] , and fuzzy rings in the sense of Dress [Dre86] , cf. §1.8 below.
It turns out that there are (at least) two natural notions of matroids over a tract F , which we call weak F -matroids and strong F -matroids. In this paper we give "cryptomorphic" axiom systems for both kinds of F -matroids and present examples showing that the two notions of F -matroid diverge for certain tracts (which can be taken to be hyperfields) F . On the other hand, if F is a doubly distributive partial hyperfield, we show that the notions of weak and strong F -matroid coincide.
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1 For the reader's convenience, there is a self-contained version of the present paper written in the more specialized language of hyperfields available on the arXiv, see [BB17] .
1.1. Tracts. Our basic algebraic object in this paper is what we call a tract. A tract is an abelian group G (written multiplicatively), together with an additive relation structure on G, which is a subset N G of the group semiring NrGs satisfying:
(T0) The zero element of NrGs belongs to N G . (T1) The identity element 1 of G is not in N G .
(T2) There is a unique element ǫ of G with 1`ǫ P N G .
(T3) N G is closed under the natural action of G on NrGs.
One thinks of N G as those linear combinations of elements of G which "sum to zero" (the N in N G stands for "null").
We let F " G Y t0u Ă NrGs, and we often refer to the tract pG, N G q simply as F . (This is similar to thinking of a field K set-theoretically as its multiplicative group Kˆtogether with an additional element called 0.) We will sometimes write Fˆinstead of G.
Axioms (T0)-(T3) are motivated by the fact that they appear to be precisely the properties needed in order to establish the basic cryptomorphisms of matroid theory. Note, however, that in practice, many tracts of interest satisfy somewhat stronger properties. For example, N G is frequenty an ideal in NrGs, closed under multiplication by arbitrary elements of NrGs and not just by elements of G.
Lemma 1.1. Let F " pG, N G q be a tract.
(a) If x, y P G satisfy x`y P N G , then y " ǫx.
Proof. For (a), we have px`yqx´1 " 1`yx´1 P N G so yx´1 " ǫ by (T2). Thus y " ǫx.
For (b), apply (a) with x " ǫ and y " 1 to the identity 1`ǫ P N G . For (c), note that if g P G X N G then by (T3) g´1g " 1 P N G , contradicting (T1).
Because of Lemma 1.1, we often write´1 instead of ǫ and´x instead of ǫx.
Hyperrings and hyperfields.
A hyperring is an algebraic structure akin to a commutative ring with 1, but where addition is allowed to be multivalued. (Multivalued algebraic operations might seem exotic, but in fact hyperrings and hyperfields appear quite naturally in a number of mathematical settings and their properties have been explored by numerous authors in recent years.) There is still a notion of additive inverse, but rather than requiring that x plus´x equals 0, one merely assumes that 0 belongs to the set x plus´x. A hyperring in which 0 ‰ 1 and every nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse is called a hyperfield.
More precisely, addition in a hyperring is a hyperoperation on a set S, i.e., a map ' from SˆS to the collection of non-empty subsets of S.
If A, B are non-empty subsets of S, we define A ' B :" ď aPA,bPB pa ' bq and we say that ' is associative if a ' pb ' cq " pa ' bq ' c for all a, b, c P S.
Given an associative hyperoperation ', we define the hypersum x 1 '¨¨¨' x m of x 1 , . . . , x m for m ě 2 recursively by the formula x 1 '¨¨¨' x m :" ď x 1 Px 2 '¨¨¨'xm
Example 1.11. (Tropical hyperfield) Let T`:" R Y t´8u, and for a, b P T`define a d b " a`b (with´8 as an absorbing element). The hyperaddition law is defined by setting a ' b " tmaxpa, bqu if a ‰ b and a ' b " tc P T`| c ď au if a " b. (Here we use the standard total order on R and set´8 ď x for all x P R.) Then T`is a hyperfield, called the tropical hyperfield. The additive hyperidentity is´8 and the multiplicative identity is 0. Because it can be confusing that 0, 1 P R are not the additive (resp. multiplicative) identity elements in T`, we will work instead with the isomorphic hyperfield T :" R ě0 in which 0, 1 P R are the additive (resp. multiplicative) identity elements and multiplication is the usual multiplication. Hyperaddition is defined so that the map exp : T`Ñ T is an isomorphism of hyperfields.
Example 1.12. (Valuative hyperfields) More generally, if Γ is any totally ordered abelian group (written multiplicatively), there is a canonical hyperfield structure on Γ Y t0u defined in a similar way as for T. The hyperfield structure on Γ Y t0u is induced from that on F by }¨} for any surjective norm }¨} : F ։ Γ Y t0u on a field F . We call a hyperfield which arises in this way a valuative hyperfield. In particular, both K and T are valuative hyperfields.
Example 1.13. (Hyperfield of signs) Let S :" t0, 1,´1u with the usual multiplication law, and hyperaddition defined by 1 ' 1 " t1u,´1 '´1 " t´1u, x ' 0 " 0 ' x " txu, and 1 '´1 "´1 ' 1 " t0, 1,´1u. Then S is a hyperfield, called the hyperfield of signs. The underlying multiplicative monoid of S is sometimes denoted by F 1 2 . The hyperfield structure on t0, 1,´1u is induced from that on R by the map σ : R Ñ t0, 1,´1u taking 0 to 0 and a nonzero real number to its sign.
Example 1.14. (Phase hyperfield) Let P :" S 1 Y t0u, where S 1 " tz P C | |z| " 1u is the complex unit circle. Multiplication is defined as usual, and the hyperaddition law is defined for x, y ‰ 0 by setting x '´x :" t0, x,´xu and x ' y :" t αx`βy }αx`βy} | α, β P R ą0 u otherwise. The hyperfield structure on S 1 Y t0u is induced from that on C by the map p : R Ñ S 1 Y t0u taking 0 to 0 and a nonzero complex number z to its phase z{|z| P S 1 .
Many other interesting examples of hyperstructures are given in Viro's papers [Vir10, Vir11] and the papers [CC10, CC11] of Connes and Consani. Here are a couple of examples taken from these papers: Example 1.15. (Triangle hyperfield) Let V be the set R ě0 of nonnegative real numbers with the usual multiplication and the hyperaddition rule a ' b :" tc P R ě0 : |a´b| ď c ď a`bu.
(In other words, a ' b is the set of all real numbers c such that there exists a Euclidean triangle with side lengths a, b, c.) Then V is a hyperfield, closely related to the notion of Litvinov-Maslov dequantization (cf. [Vir10, §9] ). Remark 1.16. There are examples of hyperfields which do not arise from the construction given in Remark 1.7; see [Mas85] .
1.4. The tract associated to a hyperfield. A fundamental example of a tract is the tract associated to a hyperfield K, where we set G " Kzt0u and a formal sum ř i a i g i P NrGs with a i P N and g i P G belongs to N G if and only if 0 P ' i a i g i in K.
With our general definition of matroids over tracts, 2 we will find for example that:
‚ A (strong or weak) matroid over S is the same thing as an oriented matroid in the sense of Bland-Las Vergnas [BLV78] . ‚ A (strong or weak) matroid over T is the same thing as a valuated matroid in the sense of Dress-Wenzel [DW92a] . ‚ There exists a weak matroid over V which is not a strong matroid. Anderson and Delucchi consider aspects of both weak and strong matroids over P in [AD12] , but there is a mistake in their proof that the circuit, Grassmann-Plücker, and dual pair axioms for phased matroids are all equivalent (cf. Appendix A). A counterexample due to Daniel Weißauer shows that weak P-matroids are not the same thing as strong P-matroids (see Example 2.36).
Both weak and strong matroids over tracts admit a duality theory which generalizes the existing duality theories in each of the above examples. All known proofs of the basic duality theorems for oriented or valuated matroids are rather long and involved. One of our goals is to give a unified treatment of such duality results so that one only has to do the hard work once.
Homomorphisms of tracts and hyperfields.
This definition is compatible with the usual definition of hyperfield homomorphisms with respect to the realization of hyperfields as tracts. In order to make this precise, we recall the following: Definition 1.17. A hypergroup homomorphism is a map f : G Ñ H such that f p0q " 0 and f px ' yq Ď f pxq ' f pyq for all x, y P G.
A hyperring homomorphism is a map f : R Ñ S which is a homomorphism of additive hypergroups as well as a homomorphism of multiplicative monoids (i.e., f p1q " 1 and f px d yq " f pxq d f pyq for x, y P R).
A hyperfield homomorphism is a homomorphism of the underlying hyperrings.
With these definitions and the construction of the tract associated to a hyperfield, it is not hard to see that the category of hyperfields is a full subcategory of the category of tracts. The main observation needed is the following lemma: Lemma 1.18. If F, F 1 are hyperfields and f : F Ñ F 1 is a homomorphism of tracts, then for x, y P F we have f p´xq "´f pxq and f px ' yq P f pxq ' f pyq.
on the residue field of p (i.e., the fraction field of R{p). (Similarly, a hyperring homomorphism from R to Γ Y t0u for some totally ordered abelian group Γ is the same thing as a prime ideal p of R together with a Krull valuation on the residue field of p.) In particular, a hyperring homomorphism from a field K to T is the same thing as a real valuation on K. These observations allow one to reformulate the basic definitions in Berkovich's theory of analytic spaces [Ber90] in terms of hyperrings, though we will not explore this further in the present paper.
Example 1.21. A hyperring homomorphism from a commutative ring R with 1 to the hyperfield of signs S is the same thing as a prime ideal p together with an ordering on the residue field of p in the sense of ordered field theory (see e.g. [Mar06, §3] ). In particular, a hyperring homomorphism from a field K to S is the same thing as an ordering on K. This observation allows one to reformulate the notion of real spectrum [BPR06, Mar96] in terms of hyperrings, and provides an interesting lens through which to view the analogy between Berkovich spaces and real spectra.
1.6. Partial fields. The notion of partial field was introduced by Semple and Whittle in [SW96] as an algebraic framework for unifying various matroid representation theorems due to Tutte and Whittle. It was further developed by Pendavingh and van Zwam in [PvZ10, PvZ13] . The following definition is taken from [PvZ13, Definitions 2.1 and 3.1]: Definition 1.22. A partial field P is a pair pF " G Y t0u, Rq consisting of a commutative ring R with 1 and a subgroup G of the group of units of R such that: (PF1)´1 belongs to G. (PF2) G generates the ring R.
Note that some authors omit axiom (PF2) and instead consider pairs pF, Rq as above modulo a certain equivalence relation which yield the same objects.
Note also that a partial field with G " Rzt0u is the same thing as a field. sq.
There are numerous classical theorems about representability of matroids which can be interpreted and/or enriched using the language of partial fields. We can associate a tract to a partial field P " pG, Rq by declaring that a formal sum ř a i g i P NrGs belongs to N G if and only if ř a i g i " 0 in R.
Our definition of matroid over a partial field 3 P will have the property that (weak or strong) P -matroids are the same thing as matroids representable over P in the sense of [PvZ10] . In particular, a regular (resp. dyadic) matroid is the same thing as a (weak or strong) matroid over the partial field U 0 (resp. D).
1.7. Partial hyperfields. We define a partial hyperfield to be a pair pG, Rq, where G is a subgroup of the group of units of a (commutative) hyperring R which is an integral domain, i.e., xy " 0 in R implies that x " 0 or y " 0. Partial hyperfields generalize both hyperfields and partial fields in a natural way. As usual, we will set P " G Y t0u and denote the partial hyperfield pG, Rq simply by P when no confusion is likely to arise.
We can associate a tract to a partial hyperfield by declaring that a formal sum ř a i g i P NrGs belongs to N G if and only if 0 P 'a i g i .
We will see in §3 below that if P is a doubly distributive partial hyperfield, every weak matroid over P is automatically strong.
Fuzzy rings.
A fuzzy ring in the sense of Dress-Wenzel (see, e.g., [DW92b] ) is a tuple pK;`;¨; ǫ; K 0 q where K is a set,`and¨are binary operations on K, ǫ P K, and K 0 Ď K satisfying the following axioms: (FR0) pK,`q and pK,¨q are abelian semigroups with neutral elements 0, 1, respectively. (FR1) 0¨x " 0 for all x P K. (FR2) If x, y P K and α P K˚:" tβ P K : 1 P β¨Ku is a unit in K, then α¨px`yq " α¨x`α¨y.
By an observation of Lorscheid (cf. Appendix B), the category of fuzzy rings together with weak homomorphisms between them is equivalent to the category whose objects are quintuples pK;`;¨; ǫ; K 0 q for which pK,`,¨q is a commutative semiring equal to NrK˚s and such that ǫ P K˚and K 0 Ď K satisfy (FR4), (FR5) and (FR6). Such quintiples are special cases of tracts (with G " K˚).
Using Lorscheid's observation, fuzzy rings with weak homomorphisms between them can be viewed as a full subcategory of the category of tracts. Moreover, it follows from the Grassmann-Plücker characterization in [DW91] that a matroid over a fuzzy ring F in the sense of Dress-Wenzel is the same thing as a strong matroid in our sense over the corresponding tract. Therefore our theory generalizes that of Dress and Wenzel. 1.9. Cryptomorphic axiomatizations. Matroids famously admit a number of "cryptomorphic" descriptions, meaning that there are numerous axiom systems for them which turn out to be non-obviously equivalent. Two of the most useful cryptomorphic axiom systems for matroids (resp. oriented, valuated) are the descriptions in terms of circuits (resp. signed, valuated circuits) and basis exchange axioms (resp. chirotopes, valuated bases). A third (less well-known but also very useful) cryptomorphic description in all of these contexts involves dual pairs. We generalize all of these cryptomorphic descriptions (for both weak and strong matroids over tracts) with a single set of theorems and proofs.
The circuit description of strong (resp. weak) matroids over tracts is a bit technical to state, see §2 for the precise definition. Roughly speaking, though, if F " pG, N G q is a tract, a subset C of F m not containing the zero-vector is the set of F -circuits of a weak matroid with coefficients in F if it is stable under scalar multiplication, satisfies a support-minimality condition, and obeys a modular elimination law. (The support of X P C is the set of all i such that X i ‰ 0.) The "modular elimination" property means (in the weak case) that if the supports of X, Y P C are "sufficiently close" (in a precise poset-theoretic sense) and X i "´Y i for some i, then one can find a "quasi-sum" Z P C with Z i " 0 and X j`Yj´Zj P N G for all j. The underlying idea is that the F -circuits of an F -matroid behave like the set of supportminimal nonzero vectors in a linear subspace of a vector space. The most subtle part of the definition is the restriction that the supports of X and Y be sufficiently close; this restriction is not encountered "classically" when working with matroids, oriented matroids, or valuated matroids, but it is necessary in the general context in which we work, as has already been demonstrated by Anderson and Delucchi in their work on phased matroids [AD12] . They give an example of a phased matroid which satisfies modular elimination but not a more robust elimination property. In §2 we also present a stronger and somewhat more technical set of conditions characterizing the set of F -circuits of a strong F -matroid.
In the general context of matroids over tracts, the simplest and most useful way to state the "basis exchange" or chirotope / phirotope axioms is in terms of what we call GrassmannPlücker functions. A nonzero function ϕ : F r Ñ F is called a Grassmann-Plücker function if it is alternating and satisfies (tract analogues of) the basic algebraic identities satisfied by the determinants of the prˆrq-minors of an rˆm matrix of rank r (see §2.5 for a precise definition). By a rather complicated argument, the definition of strong F -matroids in terms of strong F -circuits turns out to be cryptomorphically equivalent to the definition in terms of Grassmann-Plücker functions. We also define weak Grassmann-Plücker functions and relate them to weak F -circuits.
The "dual pair" description of F -matroids is perhaps the easiest one to describe in a nontechnical way, assuming that one already knows what a matroid is. If M is a matroid in the usual sense, we call a subset C of F m not containing 0 and closed under nonzero scalar multiplication an F -signature of M if the support of C in E " t1, . . . , mu is the set of circuits of M . The inner product of two vectors X, Y P F m is X¨Y :" Ð m i"1 X i¨Yi , and we call X and Y orthogonal (written X K Y ) if X¨Y P N G . A pair pC, Dq consisting of an F -signature C of M and an F -signature D of the dual matroid M˚is called a dual pair if X K Y for all X P C and Y P D. By a rather complex chain of reasoning, it turns out that a strong F -matroid in either of the above two senses is equivalent to a dual pair pC, Dq as above. We also define weak dual pairs and relate them to weak F -circuits and weak Grassmann-Plücker functions.
In the recent preprint [And16] , Laura Anderson proves that when F is a hyperfield, strong F -matroids can be characterized in terms of a cryptomorphically equivalent set of vector axioms.
1.10. Duality. If C is the collection of strong F -circuits of an F -matroid M and pC, Dq is a dual pair of F -signatures of the matroid M underlying M (whose circuits are the supports of the F -circuits of M), it turns out that D is precisely the set of (non-empty) support-minimal elements of the orthogonal complement of C in F m , and D forms the set of F -circuits of a strong F -matroid M˚which we call the dual strong matroid.
Duality behaves as one would hope: for example M˚˚" M, duality is compatible in the expected way with the notions of deletion and contraction, and the underlying matroid of the dual is the dual of the underlying matroid. There is a similar, and similarly behaved, notion of duality for weak F -matroids.
Matroids over tracts admit a useful push-forward operation: given a homomorphism of tracts f : F Ñ F 1 and a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid M, there is an induced strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid f˚M which can be defined using any of the cryptomorphically equivalent axiomatizations. The "underlying matroid" construction coincides with the push-forward of an F -matroid M to the Krasner hyperfield K (identified with the corresponding tract) via the canonical homomorphism ψ : F Ñ K sending 0 to 0 and every g P Fˆto 1.
If σ : R Ñ S is the map taking a real number to its sign and W Ď R m is a linear subspace (considered in the natural way as an R-matroid), the push-forward σ˚pW q coincides with the oriented matroid which one traditionally associates to W . Similarly, if v : K Ñ T is the valuation on a non-Archimedean field and W Ď K m is a linear subspace, v˚pW q is just the tropicalization of W considered as a valuated matroid (cf. [MS15] ).
1.11. Relation to the work of Dress and Wenzel. In [Dre86] , Andreas Dress introduced the notion of a fuzzy ring and defined matroids over such a structure, showing that linear subspaces, matroids in the usual sense, and oriented matroids are all examples of matroids over a fuzzy ring. In [DW92a] , Dress and Wenzel introduced the notion of valuated matroids as a special case of matroids over a fuzzy ring. The results of Dress and Wenzel in [Dre86, DW91, DW92a] include a duality theorem and a cryptomorphic characterization of matroids over fuzzy rings in terms of Grassmann-Plücker functions. (They also work with possibly infinite ground sets, whereas for simplicity we restrict ourselves to the finite case.)
Our work generalizes theirs. In addition to the fact that tracts generalize fuzzy rings (see §1.8 above), we provide cryptomorphic characterizations of matroids in terms of circuits and dual pairs, which one does not find in the work of Dress-Wenzel. Our work also has the advantage that (matroids over) tracts are arguably simpler and more intuitive to work with than (matroids over) fuzzy rings; in any case we impose fewer axioms.
We use theorems of Dress and Wenzel from [DW92b] to show that if F is a doubly distributive partial hyperfield (or, more generally, a perfect tract, cf. §3 for the definition), the notions of weak and strong F -matroid coincide.
1.12. Relation to the work of Anderson and Delucchi. While the proofs of our main theorems are somewhat long and technical, in principle a great deal of the hard work has already been done in [AD12] , so on a number of occasions we merely point out that a certain proof from [AD12] goes through mutatis mutandis in the general setting of matroids over tracts. (By way of contrast, the proofs in the standard works on oriented and valuated matroids tend to rely on special properties of the sign and tropical hyperfields which do not readily generalize.) 1.13. Other related work. Despite the formal similarity in their titles, the theory in this paper generalizes matroids in a rather different way from the paper "Matroids over a Ring" by Fink and Moci [FM15] . For example, if K is any field, a matroid over K in the sense of Fink-Moci is just a matroid in the usual sense (independent of K), while for us a matroid over K is a linear subspace of K m . The thesis of Bart Frenk [Fre13] deals with matroids over certain kinds of algebraic objects which he calls tropical semifields; these are defined as sub-semifields of R Y t8u. Matroids over tropical semifields include, as special cases, both matroids in the traditional sense and valuated matroids, but not for example oriented matroids, linear subspaces of K m for a field K, or phased matroids. Tropical semifields are a particular special case of idempotent semifields, and matroids over the latter are the subject of an interesting recent paper by the Giansiracusa brothers [GG15] .
There is also a close connection between the tropical hyperfield T and the "supertropical semiring" of Izhakian-Rowen [IR10, IR11] ; roughly speaking, the map sending a ghost element of the supertropical semiring to the set of all tangible elements less than or equal to it identifies the two structures.
1.14. A note on previous arXiv versions. This paper is a generalization to tracts of [BB17] , which is written in the more restrictive context of hyperfields. In arXiv versions 1 through 3 of [BB17] (in which the first author was the sole author), there is a serious error which is related to the gap in [AD12] mentioned above. The second author noticed this mistake and found the counterexample discussed in §2.11 below. This made it clear that there are in fact at least two distinct notions of matroids over hyperfields (which we call "weak" and "strong"), each of which admits a number of cryptomorphically equivalent axiomatizations. The present version of the paper is our attempt to correctly paint the landscape of matroids over hyperfields, as well as the corresponding generalization to tracts.
The problem with the previous versions of the present work occurs in the proof of Theorem 6.19 on page 29 of arXiv version 3. Shortly before the end of the proof, one finds the equation
However, the term on the right is a set rather than a single element 4 so the second equality sign should be P rather than ". Unfortunately, this containment is not sufficient to give the desired result; indeed, the "desired result" is false as shown in §2.11 below.
1.15. Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we present different "cryptomorphic" axiom systems for strong and weak matroids over tracts, and state the main results of duality theory. We also discuss (in Section 2.11) some examples of weak F -matroids which are not strong, and (in Section 2.12) push-forward operations on F -matroids. Proofs of the main theorems are deferred to Section 4. Section 3 shows that weak and strong F -matroids coincide over perfect tracts, and that doubly distributive partial hyperfields are perfect. There are two brief Appendices at the end of the paper: in Appendix A we collect some errata from [AD12] , and in Appendix B we present a simplified point of view on fuzzy rings written by Oliver Lorscheid.
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Matroids over tracts
Let E be a finite set. In this section, we will define what it means to be a strong (resp. weak) matroid on E with coefficients in a tract F , or (for brevity) a strong (resp. weak) matroid over F or F -matroid. Our definition will be such that:
‚ When F " K is a field, a strong or weak matroid on E with coefficients in K is the same thing as a vector subspace of K E in the usual sense. ‚ A strong or weak matroid over K is the same thing as a matroid. ‚ A strong or weak matroid over T is the same thing as a valuated matroid in the sense of Dress-Wenzel [DW92a] . ‚ A strong or weak matroid over S is the same thing as an oriented matroid in the sense of Bland-Las Vergnas [BLV78] . ‚ A strong or weak matroid over the regular partial field U 0 is the same thing as a regular matroid. See §2.10 for further details on the compatibility of our notion of F -matroid with various existing definitions in these particular examples.
2.1. Linear independence, spans, and orthogonality. If F is a tract and E is a set, we denote by F E the set of functions from E to F with pointwise multiplication and addition. The F -circuits of a (strong or weak) F -matroid will by definition be certain subsets of F E . If E " t1, . . . , mu, we sometimes write
The support of X P F E , denoted X or supppXq, is the set of e P E such that Xpeq ‰ 0. If A Ď F E , we set supppAq :" tX | X P Au.
There is a natural left action of F on F E by coordinate-wise multiplication. The projective space PpF E q is defined to be the set of equivalence classes of elements of F E under the equivalence relation where X 1 " X 2 if and only if X 1 " g¨X 2 for some α P G.
Note that the support of X P F E depends only on its equivalence class in PpF E q. We let π : F E zt0u ։ PpF E q denote the natural projection.
Definition 2.1. (Linear independence) We say that elements X 1 , . . . , X k in F E are linearly dependent if there exist c 1 , . . . , c k P F , not all 0, such that
Elements which are not linearly dependent are called linearly independent.
We can define linear spans in a similar way.
Definition 2.2. (Linear span) The linear span of X 1 , . . . , X k P F E is defined to be the set of all X P M such that
The following definitions will play an important role in the theory of duality which we develop later in this paper.
2 is the identity map.
Definition 2.4. (Orthogonality) Let F be a tract endowed with an involution x Þ Ñ x, and let E " t1, . . . , mu. The inner product of X " px 1 , . . . , x m q and Y " py 1 , . . . , y m q in F m is defined to be
When F is the field C of complex numbers or the phase hyperfield P, one should take the involution on F to be complex conjugation. For F P tK, T, Su, one should take the involution on F to be the identity map. More generally, in examples where we do not specify what the involution x Þ Ñ x is, the reader should take it to be the identity map.
Note for later reference that for X, Y ‰ 0, the condition X K Y only depends on the equivalence classes of X, Y in PpF E q.
Modular pairs.
As in the investigation of phased matroids by Anderson-Delucchi, a key ingredient for obtaining a robust notion of matroid in the general setting of hyperfields is the concept of modular pairs.
Definition 2.5. Let E be a set and let C be a collection of pairwise incomparable nonempty subsets of E. We say that C 1 , C 2 P C form a modular pair in C if C 1 ‰ C 2 and C 1 Y C 2 does not properly contain a union of two distinct elements of C.
It is useful to reinterpret this definition in the language of lattices. We recall the relevant definitions for the reader's benefit.
Let pS, ďq be a partially ordered set (poset). A chain in S is a totally ordered subset J; the length of a chain is ℓpJq :" |J|´1. The length of S is the supremum of ℓpJq over all chains J of S. The height of an element X of S is the largest n such that there is a chain X 0 ă X 1 ă . . . ă X n in S with X n " X.
Given x P S we write S ďx " ty P S | y ď xu and S ěx " ty P S | y ě xu. These are sub-posets of S. Let x, y P S. If the poset S ěx X S ěy has a unique minimal element, this element is denoted x _ y and called the join of x and y. If the poset S ďx X S ďy has a unique maximal element, this element is denoted x^y and called the meet of x and y. The poset S is called a lattice if the meet and join are defined for any x, y P S.
Every finite lattice L has a unique minimal element 0 and a unique maximal element 1. An element x P L is called an atom if x ‰ 0 and there is no z P L with 0 ă z ă x. Two atoms x, y P L form a modular pair if the height of x _ y is 2, i.e., x ‰ y and there do not exist z, z 1 P L with 0 ă z ă z 1 ă x _ y.
If S is any family of subsets of a set E, the set UpSq :" t Ť T | T Ď Su forms a lattice when equipped with the partial order coming from inclusion of sets, with join corresponding to union and with the meet of x and y defined to be the union of all sets in S contained in both x and y. If the elements of S are incomparable, then every x P S is atomic as an element of UpSq. We say that two elements x, y P S are a modular pair in S if they are a modular pair in the lattice UpSq.
Our interest in modular pairs comes in part from the observation of Anderson and Delucchi that there is a nice axiomatization of phased matroids in terms of modular pairs of phased circuits, but general pairs of phased circuits do not obey circuit elimination. The following facts about modular pairs will come in quite handy:
Lemma 2.6 (cf. [Del11] ). Let C be a collection of non-empty incomparable subsets of a finite set E. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) C is the set of circuits of a matroid M on E.
(2) Every pair C 1 , C 2 of distinct elements of C satisfies circuit elimination: if e P C 1 X C 2 then there exists C 3 P C such that C 3 Ď pC 1 Y C 2 qze. (3) Every modular pair in C satisfies circuit elimination.
The following lemma, which can be pieced together from [Whi87, Lemma 2.7.1] and [MT01, Lemma 4.3] (and also makes a nice exercise), might help the reader get a better feeling for the concept of modular pairs in the context of matroid theory:
Lemma 2.7. Let M be a matroid with rank function r, and let C 1 , C 2 be distinct circuits of M. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) C 1 , C 2 are a modular pair of circuits.
(4) For each e P C 1 X C 2 , there is a unique circuit C 3 with C 3 Ď pC 1 Y C 2 qze, and this circuit has the property that C 3 contains the symmetric difference C 1 ∆C 2 . (5) There are a basis B for M and a pair e 1 , e 2 of distinct elements of EzB such that C 1 " CpB, e 1 q and C 2 " CpB, e 2 q, where CpB, eq denotes the fundamental circuit with respect to B and e.
In particular, if M is the cycle matroid of a connected graph G then C 1 , C 2 are a modular pair if and only if they are fundamental cycles associated to the same spanning tree T .
Note that for general circuits C 1 and C 2 in a matroid M, the submodular inequality asserts that rpC 1 Y C 2 q`rpC 1 X C 2 q ď rpC 1 q`rpC 2 q. Condition (2) of the lemma says that C 1 and C 2 form a modular pair if and only if equality holds in this inequality (hence the name "modular pair").
Weak circuit axioms.
The following definition presents the first of several equivalent axiomatizations of weak matroids over tracts.
Definition 2.8. Let E be a non-empty finite set and let F " pG, N G q be a tract. A subset C of F E is called the F -circuit set of a weak F -matroid M on E if C satisfies the following axioms:
This is equivalent to the axiom system for phased circuits given in [AD12] in the case of phased matroids (i.e., when F " P). Also, the F -circuit Z in (C3) 1 is unique. (Both of these observations follow easily from Lemma 2.7.)
If C is the set of F -circuits of a weak F -matroid M with ground set E, there is an underlying matroid (in the usual sense) M on E whose circuits are the supports of the F -circuits of M.
(It is straightforward, in view of Lemma 2.6, to check that the circuit axioms for a matroid are indeed satisfied.) Definition 2.9. The rank of M is defined to be the rank of the underlying matroid M .
A projective F -circuit of M is an equivalence class of F -circuits of M under the equivalence relation X 1 " X 2 if and only if X 1 " g¨X 2 for some g P Fˆ. Axioms (C0)-(C2) together imply that the map from projective F -circuits of M to circuits of M which sends a projective circuit C to its support is a bijection. In particular, M has only finitely many projective F -circuits, and one can think of a weak matroid over F as a matroid M together with a function associating to each circuit C of M an element XpCq P PpF E q such that modular elimination holds for C :" π´1ptXpCquq.
Remark 2.10. For a version of pC3q 1 which holds even when X, Y are not assumed to be a modular pair, see Lemma 4.14. This weaker elimination property is not strong enough, however, to characterize weak F -matroids except in very special cases such as F " K.
2.4. Strong circuit axioms. We say say a family of atomic elements of a lattice is modular if the height of their join in the lattice is the same as the size of the family. If C is a subset of F E then a modular family of elements of C is one such that the supports give a modular family of elements in the lattice of unions of supports of elements of C.
The following definition presents the first of several equivalent axiomatizations of strong matroids over tracts.
Definition 2.11. A subset C of F E is called the F -circuit set of a strong F -matroid M on E if C satisfies (C0),(C1),(C2), and the following stronger version of the modular elimination axiom pC3q 1 :
‚ (C3) [Strong modular elimination] Suppose X 1 , . . . , X k and X are F -circuits of M which together form a modular family of size k`1 such that X Ę Ť 1ďiďk X i , and for 1 ď i ď k let e i P pX X X i qz ď 1ďjďk j‰i X j be such that Xpe i q "´X i pe i q ‰ 0. Then there is an F -circuit Z such that Zpe i q " 0 for 1 ď i ď k and X 1 pf q`¨¨¨`X k pf q`Xpf q´Zpf q P N G for every f P E.
Any strong F -matroid on E is in particular a weak F -matroid on E (take k " 1 in the above definition), and we define the rank of such an F -matroid accordingly.
Condition (C3) in Definition 2.11 may look unnatural and/or unmotivated at first glance. However, the next result shows that (C3) is equivalent to a more natural-looking condition pC3q 2 :
Theorem 2.12. Let C be a subset of F E satisfying (C0),(C1), and (C2). Then C satisfies (C3) if and only if it satisfies
‚ pC3q
2 The support of C is the set of circuits of a matroid M, and for every X P C and every basis B of M, X is in the linear span of the vectors X B,e for e P EzB, where X B,e denotes the unique element of C with X B,e peq " 1 whose support is the fundamental circuit of e with respect to B.
Remark 2.13. Condition pC3q 2 is equivalent to the statement that the support of C is the set of circuits of a matroid M , and for every X P C and every basis B of M we have (2.14)
Xpf q´ÿ ePEzB XpeqX B,e pf q P N G for all f P E.
Despite its naturality, condition pC3q 2 has the disadvantage that we need to know a priori that the support of C is the set of circuits of a matroid. Another reason to prefer (C3) over pC3q 2 is that the former is a more direct generalization of the weak modular elimination axiom pC3q
1 . On the other hand, condition pC3q 2 has a more direct relationship to the axioms for F -vectors developed by Anderson in [And16] .
We provide a proof of Theorem 2.12 in §4.9.
2.5. Grassmann-Plücker functions. We now describe a cryptomorphic characterization of weak and strong matroids over a tract F in terms of Grassmann-Plücker functions (called "chirotopes" in the theory of oriented matroids and "phirotopes" in [AD12] ). In addition to being interesting in its own right, this description will be crucial for establishing a duality theory for matroids over F .
Definition 2.15. Let E be a non-empty finite set, let F " pG, N G q be a tract, and let r be a positive integer. A (strong) Grassmann-Plücker function of rank r on E with coefficients in F is a function ϕ : E r Ñ F such that:
‚ (GP1) ϕ is not identically zero. ‚ (GP2) ϕ is alternating, i.e., ϕpx 1 , . . . , x i , . . . , x j , . . . , x r q "´ϕpx 1 , . . . , x j , . . . , x i , . . . , x r q and ϕpx 1 , . . . , x r q " 0 if x i " x j for some i ‰ j. 
Theorem 2.17. Let E be a non-empty finite set, let F be a tract, and let r be a positive integer. There is a natural bijection between equivalence classes of Grassmann-Plücker functions of rank r on E with coefficients in F and strong F -matroids of rank r on E, defined via axioms (C0) through (C3).
The bijective map from equivalence classes of Grassmann-Plücker functions to strong Fmatroids in Theorem 2.17 can be described explicitly as follows. Let B ϕ be the support of ϕ, i.e., the collection of all subsets tx 1 , . . . , x r u Ď E such that ϕpx 1 , . . . , x r q ‰ 0. Then B ϕ is the set of bases for a rank r matroid M ϕ (in the usual sense) on E (cf. [AD12, Remark 2.5]). For each circuit C of M ϕ , we define a corresponding projective F -circuit X P PpF E q with supppXq " C as follows. Let x 0 P C and let tx 1 , . . . , x r u be a basis for M ϕ containing Czx 0 . Then (2.18) Xpx i q Xpx 0 q " p´1q i ϕpx 0 , . . . ,x i , . . . , x r q ϕpx 1 , . . . , x r q .
We will show that this is well-defined, and give an explicit description of the inverse map from strong F -matroids to equivalence classes of Grassmann-Plücker functions. Definition 2.20. A weak Grassmann-Plücker function of rank r on E with coefficients in F is a function ϕ : E r Ñ F such that the support of ϕ is the set of bases of a rank r matroid on E and ϕ satisfies (GP1), (GP2), and the following variant of (GP3):
‚ pGP3q 1 [3-term Grassmann-Plücker relations] Equation (2.16) holds for any two subsets I " tx 1 , . . . , x r`1 u and J " ty 1 , . . . , y r´1 u of E with |IzJ| " 3.
It is clear that any strong Grassmann-Plücker function is also a weak Grassmann-Plücker function.
Theorem 2.21. Let E be a non-empty finite set, let F be a tract, and let r be a positive integer. There is a natural bijection between equivalence classes of weak Grassmann-Plücker functions of rank r on E with coefficients in F and weak F -matroids of rank r on E, defined via axioms (C0) through (C2) and pC3q
1 .
2.6. Grassmannians over hyperfields. For concreteness and ease of notation, write E " te 1 , . . . , e m u and let S denote the collection of r-element subsets of t1, . . . , mu, so that |S| " m r˘.
Given a Grassmann-Plücker function ϕ, define the corresponding Plücker vector p " pp I q IPS P F S by p I :" ϕpe i 1 , . . . , e ir q, where I " ti 1 , . . . , i r u and i 1 ă¨¨¨ă i r . Clearly ϕ can be recovered uniquely from p. The vector p satisfies an analogue of the GrassmannPlücker relations (GP3); for example, the 3-term relations can be rewritten as follows: for every A Ă t1, . . . , mu of size r´2 and i, j, k, ℓ P t1, . . . , muzA, we have
More generally, for all subsets I, J of t1, . . . , mu with |I| " r`1, |J| " r´1, and |IzJ| ě 3, the point p " pp I q lies on the "subvariety" of the projective space in the`m r˘h omogeneous variables x I for I P S defined by
where signpi; I, Jq " p´1q s with s equal to the number of elements i 1 P I with i ă i 1 plus the number of elements j P J with i ă j.
Although we will not explore this further in the present paper, when F is a hyperfield one can view the "equations" (2.23) as defining a hyperring scheme Gpr, mq in the sense of [Jun15] , which we call the F -Grassmannian. In this geometric language, Theorem 2.17 says that a strong matroid of rank r on t1, . . . , mu over a hyperfield F can be identified with an F -valued point of Gpr, mq; thus Gpr, mq is a "moduli space" for rank r matroids over F . If F " K is a field, the K-Grassmannian Gpr, mq coincides with the usual Grassmannian variety over K. If F " T is the tropical hyperfield, the T-Grassmannian Gpr, mq is what Maclagan and Sturmfels [MS15, §4.4] call the Dressian Dpr, mq (in order to distinguish it from a tropicalization of the Plücker embedding of the usual Grassmannian).
2.7.
Duality. There is a duality theory for matroids over tracts which generalizes the established duality theory for matroids, oriented matroids, valuated matroids, etc. (For matroids over fields, it corresponds to orthogonal complementation.) Theorem 2.24. Let E be a non-empty finite set with |E| " m, let F be a tract endowed with an involution x Þ Ñ x, and let M be a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid of rank r on E with strong (resp. weak) F -circuit set C and Grassmann-Plücker function (resp. weak Grassmann-Plücker function) ϕ. There is a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid M˚of rank m´r on E, called the dual matroid of M, with the following properties:
‚ The F -circuits of M˚are the elements of C˚:" SuppMinpC 2.8. Dual pairs. Let F be a tract endowed with an involution x Þ Ñ x, and let M be a (classical) matroid with ground set E. We call a subset C of F E an F -signature of M if C satisfies properties (C0) and (C1) from Definition 2.8, and taking supports gives a bijection from the projectivization of C to circuits of M.
Definition 2.25. We say that pC, Dq is a dual pair of F -signatures of M if:
Theorem 2.26. Let M be a matroid on E, let C be an F -signature of M, and let D be an F -signature of M˚. Then C and D are the set of F -circuits and F -cocircuits, respectively, of a strong F -matroid with underlying matroid M if and only if pC, Dq satisfies (DP3) (i.e., is a dual pair of F -signatures of M).
Definition 2.27. We say that pC, Dq is a weak dual pair of F -signatures of M if C and D satisfy (DP1),(DP2), and the following weakening of (DP3): ‚ pDP3q 1 X K Y for every pair X P C and Y P D with |X X Y | ď 3.
Theorem 2.28. Let M be a matroid on E, let C be an F -signature of M, and let D be an F -signature of M˚. Then C and D are the set of F -circuits and F -cocircuits, respectively, of a weak F -matroid with underlying matroid M if and only if pC, Dq satisfies pDP3q 1 (i.e., is a weak dual pair of F -signatures of M).
2.9.
Minors. Let C be the set of F -circuits of a (strong or weak) F -matroid M on E, and let A Ď E. For X P C, define XzA P F EzA by pXzAqpeq " Xpeq for e R A. (Thus XzA can be thought of as the restriction of X to the complement of A.)
Let CzA " tXzA | X P C, X X A " Hu. Similarly, let C{A " SuppMinptXzA | X P Cuq.
Theorem 2.29. Let C be the set of F -circuits of a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid M on E, and let A Ď E. Then CzA is the set of F -circuits of a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid MzA on EzA, called the deletion of M with respect to A, whose underlying matroid is M zA. Similarly, C{A is the set of F -circuits of a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid M{A on EzA, called the contraction of M with respect to A, whose underlying matroid is M {A. Moreover, we have pMzAq˚" M˚{A and pM{Aq˚" M˚zA.
Equivalence of different definitions.
We briefly indicate how to see the equivalence of various flavors of matroids in the literature with our notions of strong and weak F -matroid, for some specific choices of the tract F .
Example 2.30. When F " K is a field, a strong or weak matroid on E with coefficients in K is the same thing as a vector subspace of K E in the usual sense. Indeed, a weak GrassmannPlücker function with coefficients in a field K automatically satisfies (GP3) (cf. the proof of [KL72, Theorem 1]), and the bijection between r-dimensional subspaces of K E and equivalence classes of rank r Grassmann-Plücker functions with coefficients in K also follows from loc. cit. 2.11. Weak F -matroids which are not strong F -matroids. Our first, and more straightforward, example of a weak F -matroid which isn't a strong F -matroid is over the triangle hyperfield.
Example 2.35. Let F be the triangle hyperfield V (cf. Example 1.15). Consider the Grassmann-Plücker function ϕ of rank 3 on the 6 element set E " t1, 2, . . . 6u with coeffiecients in F given by
4 if tx 1 , x 2 , x 3 u " t1, 5, 6u 2 if tx 1 , x 2 , x 3 u consists of one element from each of t1u, t2, 3, 4u and t5, 6u 1 otherwise, as long as the x i are distinct 0 if the x i are not distinct.
Then ϕ is symmetric under permutation of the second, third and fourth coordinates, as well as under exchange of the fifth and sixth coordinates. It is clear that ϕ satisfies (GP1) and (GP2), and the support of ϕ is the set of bases of the uniform matroid U 3,6 of rank 3 on 6 elements. We will now verify that ϕ also satisfies pGP3q
Suppose we have subsets I " tx 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 u and J " ty 1 , y 2 u of E with |IzJ| " 3. Then |I X J| " 1. So all summands in the corresponding 3-term Grassmann-Plücker relation are in the set t0, 1, 2, 4u. In order to show that the relation holds, it suffices to show that there cannot be summands equal to each of 1 and 4. So suppose for a contradiction that ϕpx 2 , x 3 , x 4 q d ϕpx 1 , y 1 , y 2 q " 1 but ϕpx 1 , x 3 , x 4 q d ϕpx 2 , y 1 , y 2 q " 4. Then we have ϕpx 2 , x 3 , x 4 q " ϕpx 1 , y 1 , y 2 q " 1. Since ϕpx 1 , y 1 , y 2 q and ϕpx 2 , y 1 , y 2 q are nonzero, neither x 1 nor x 2 is in J. If ϕpx 1 , x 3 , x 4 q " 4 then x 1 " 1 and tx 3 , x 4 u " t5, 6u, but neither 5 nor 6 can be in J since ϕpx 1 , y 1 , y 2 q " 1. So I and J are disjoint, which is impossible. If ϕpx 2 , y 1 , y 2 q " 4 then x 2 " 1 and ty 1 , y 2 u " t5, 6u, but neither 5 nor 6 can be in tx 3 , x 4 u since ϕpx 2 , x 3 , x 4 q " 1. So once more I and J are disjoint, which is impossible. The only remaining case is that ϕpx 1 , x 3 , x 4 q " ϕpx 2 , y 1 , y 2 q " 2. Thus both of these sets contain 1, so that without loss of generality y 1 " 1. Then y 2 R t5, 6u, so x 2 P t5, 6u. Thus neither of x 3 or x 4 can be 1, so x 1 " 1, so that ϕpx 1 , y 1 , y 2 q " 0, again a contradiction.
On the other hand, not all of the Grassmann-Plücker relations are satisfied. Let I " t1, 2, 3, 4u and J " t5, 6u. The corresponding Grassmann-Plücker relation is 0 P p1 d 4q ' p1 d 1q ' p1 d 1q ' p1 d 1q, which is false.
Our second example is due to Daniel Weißauer, and it shows that weak and strong matroids do not coincide over the phase hyperfield. It has only been verified by an exhaustive computer check, and so we do not provide a proof here.
Example 2.36. Consider the weak Grassmann-Plücker function of rank 3 on the 6-element set tx, y, z, t, l, mu given by ϕpx, y, zq " 1 ϕpx, y, tq "´1 ϕpx, z, tq " 1 ϕpy, z, tq "´1 ϕpx, y, lq " e and with the remaining values determined by (GP2). This function satisfies pGP3q 1 , but it does not satisfy (GP3). Consider for example the lists px, y, z, tq and pl, mq. Applying (GP3) to these lists gives e 3.1i ' e 0.1i ' 1 ' e 3.1i Q 0, which is false.
2.12. Functoriality. In this section we discuss the behavior of matroids over tracts with respect to homomorphisms of the latter.
Recall that if F is a tract and M is an F -matroid on E, there is an underlying classical matroid M , and that classical matroids are the same as matroids over the Krasner hyperfield K. We now show that the "underlying matroid" construction is a special case of a general push-forward operation on matroids over tracts.
The following lemma is straightforward from the various definitions involved:
Lemma 2.37. If f : F Ñ F 1 is a homomorphism of tracts and M is a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid on E, tc 1 f˚pXq : c 1 P F 1 , X P CpMqu is the set of F 1 -circuits of a strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid f˚pMq on E, called the pushforward of M.
The tract associated to the Krasner hyperfield K (which by abuse of terminology we also denote by K) is a final object in the category of tracts. Indeed, recall that the tract pH, N H q associated to K has H " t1u, NrHs " N, and N H " Nzt1u. Thus if F " pG, N G q is a tract, there is a unique homomorphism ψ : F Ñ K sending 0 to 0 and every element of G " Fˆto 1. 0 to 0 and all non-zero elements of F to 1.
If M is an F -matroid, the push-forward ψ˚pMq coincides with the underlying matroid M .
Given a Grassmann-Plücker function (resp. weak Grassmann-Plücker function) ϕ : E r Ñ F and a homomorphism of tracts f : F Ñ F 1 , we define the push-forward f˚ϕ : E r Ñ F 1 by the formula pf˚ϕqpe 1 , . . . , e r q " f pϕpe 1 , . . . , e r qq. This is easily checked to once again be a Grassmann-Plücker function (resp. weak GrassmannPlücker function).
As an immediate consequence of (2.18), we see that the push-forward of an F -matroid can be defined using either circuits or Grassmann-Plücker functions:
Lemma 2.38. If M ϕ is the strong (resp. weak) F -matroid associated to the GrassmannPlücker function (resp. weak Grassmann-Plücker function) ϕ : E r Ñ F , and f : F Ñ F 1 is a homomorphism of tracts, then f˚pM ϕ q " M f˚ϕ .
It is also straightforward to check (using either circuits or Grassmann-Plücker functions) that if M is a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid and f : F Ñ F 1 is a homomorphism of tracts, then the dual strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid to f˚pMq is f˚pM˚q. Summarizing our observations in this section, we have:
Corollary 2.39. If M is a strong (resp. weak) F -matroid with F -circuit set CpMq and Grassmann-Plücker function (resp. weak Grassmann-Plücker function) ϕ, and f : F Ñ F 1 is a homomorphism of tracts, the following coincide:
(1) The strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid whose F 1 -circuits are tc 1 f˚pXq :
(2) The strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid whose F 1 -cocircuits are tc 1 f˚pY q :
The strong (resp. weak) F 1 -matroid whose Grassmann-Plücker function (resp. weak Grassmann-Plücker function) is f˚ϕ.
Definition 2.40. Let f : F Ñ F 1 be a homomorphism of tracts, and let M 1 be a strong (resp. weak) matroid on E with coefficients in F 1 . We say that M 1 is realizable with respect to f if there is a strong (resp. weak) matroid M over F such that f˚pMq " M 1 . If F 1 " K is the Krasner hyperfield, so that M 1 is a matroid in the usual sense, we say that M 1 is strongly realizable over F (resp. weakly realizable over F ) if there is a strong (resp. weak) matroid M over F such that ψ˚pMq " M 1 , where ψ : F Ñ K is the canonical homomorphism.
Perfect tracts and doubly distributive partial hyperfields
Although the notions of weak and strong matroids over tracts do not coincide in general, they do agree for a special class which we call perfect tracts. As a key example, the tracts associated to doubly distributive partial hyperfields are perfect; this follows from some results of Dress and Wenzel in [DW92b] , as we will explain in this section.
We say that a partial hyperfield P is doubly distributive if for any x, y, z and t in P we have px ' yqpz ' tq " xz ' xt ' yz ' yt. It follows that
iPI jPJ
x i y j for any finite families px i q iPI and py j q jPJ . Not all (partial) hyperfields have this property. For example, the triangle and phase hyperfields are not doubly distributive, whereas the Krasner, sign and tropical hyperfields are. We can build a fuzzy ring in the sense of Dress-Wenzel from a doubly distributive partial hyperfield P " pG, Rq by setting K " NrGs, ǫ "´1, and K 0 " t ř g i P K : 0 P 'g i u. (Double distributivity is needed to verify axiom (FR7) from §1.8.)
This fuzzy ring is in fact a fuzzy integral domain, in the sense that for x, y P K with x¨y P K 0 we have either x P K 0 or y P K 0 , and is distributive in the sense that x¨py 1`y2 q " x¨y 1`x¨y2 .
Furthermore, if we have a strong matroid M over F on a set E with F -circuit set C, then C presents a matroid with coefficients in K in the sense of [DW92b] . This is not completely obvious: in order to prove it, we must analyze a key operation from that paper. Let r, s P K E and let f P E. Then we define r^f s P K E by pr^f sqpeq :"
For r, s P K E we write rKs to mean ř ePE rpeq¨speq P K 0 . Let C˚be the set of F -cocircuits of M. We say that r P K E is a fuzzy vector of M if rKY for any Y P C˚. It follows from Lemma 2.4(i) of [DW92b] that if r and s are fuzzy vectors then so is r^f s for any f P E. Since all elements of C are fuzzy vectors, the following lemma suffices to establish that C presents a matroid with coefficients in K:
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Lemma 3.1. Let r be a fuzzy vector of M and choose e P E with rpeq R K 0 . Then there is some X P C with e P X Ď r.
Proof. For any Y P C˚we have r X Y ‰ teu since rKY , so there is no cocircuit of M which meets r only in teu. Thus e is not a coloop of M |r, and so there is some circuit C of M |r containing e. It suffices to take X to be any element of C with X " C.
Furthermore, C˚presents the dual matroid with coefficients to the one presented by C. Now we can apply Theorem 2.7 of [DW92b] to obtain: Theorem 3.2. Let M be a strong matroid over a doubly distributive partial hyperfield P , let r be a fuzzy vector of M and let s be a fuzzy vector of M˚. Then rKs.
This has an important consequence which can be expressed without reference to the fuzzy ring K. Given a strong matroid M over a tract F on a set E with F -circuit set C and F -cocircuit set C˚, a vector of M is an element of F E which is orthogonal to everything in C˚. Similarly a covector of M is an element of F E which is orthogonal to everything in C. We say that F is perfect if, for any strong matroid M over F , all vectors are orthogonal to all covectors. Corollary 3.3. Any doubly distributive partial hyperfield is perfect.
We are now in a position to show that the notions of strong and weak matroids coincide over doubly distributive partial hyperfields, or more generally over perfect tracts.
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We will need to consider, for each natural number k, the following weakening of (DP3):
So (DP3) 3 is just pDP3q 1 , and (DP3) is equivalent to the conjunction of all the (DP3) k .
Theorem 3.4. Any weak matroid M over a perfect tract F is strong. 5 We omit the definition, since it is a bit technical. 6 For fuzzy rings, this also follows from Theorem 3.4 of [DW92b] but our argument is different.
Proof. We will show by induction on k that any weak F -matroid satisfies (DP3) k for all k ě 3. The base case k " 3 is true by definition. So let k ą 3 and suppose that every weak F -matroid satisfies (DP3) k´1 . Let M be a weak F -matroid, and choose X P C and Y P D with |X XY | ď k. We must show that X K Y . This follows from (DP3) k´1 if |X XY | ď k´1, so we may suppose that |X X Y | " k. By contracting XzY and deleting Y zX if necessary 7 , we may assume without loss of generality that X " Y . By contracting a basis of M {X if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that X is spanning in M . Similarly we may assume without loss of generality that Y is cospanning in M . So the rank and the corank of M are both k´1, which means that M has 2k´2 elements. So M has at least k´2 ě 2 elements outside X. None of these elements can be coloops (since X is spanning) or loops (since it is cospanning). Let N be a minor of M with ground set X, in which at least one of the edges outside X has been contracted and at least one has been deleted. This ensures that X is not a circuit of N, and dually it also ensures that X is not a cocircuit of N.
For any cocircuit W of N there is some cocircuitŴ of M with W "Ŵ ae X . Then |X XŴ | " |W | ď k´1, so X KŴ , from which it follows that Xae X K W . So Xae X is a vector of N. Similarly Y ae X is a covector of N. Any intersection of a circuit with a cocircuit of N has at most k´1 elements. Since N is a weak F -matroid, it satisfies (DP3) k´1 by the induction hypothesis, and so it is in fact a strong F -matroid. Since F is perfect, it follows that Xae X K Y ae X and so X K Y , as required.
We have now shown that any weak matroid over F satisfies (DP3) k for all k, and so is strong.
Proofs
In this section, we provide proofs of the main theorems of the paper. We closely follow the arguments of Anderson-Delucchi from [AD12] ; when the proof is a straightforward modification of a corresponding result in loc. cit., we sometimes omit details.
In order to simplify the notation, we assume throughout this section that the involution τ : x Þ Ñ x is trivial. 4.1. Weak Grassmann-Plücker functions and Duality. Given a weak GrassmannPlücker function ϕ : E r Ñ F of rank r on the ground set E, we set
Recall that this is the set of bases of a matroid of rank r, which we denote by M ϕ (rather than the typographically more awkward M ϕ ) and call the underlying matroid of ϕ. We will call a subset A Ď E ϕ-independent if it is independent as a subset of M ϕ .
In what follows, we fix a total order on E. Let |E| " m. (1) (Contraction) Let ℓ be the rank of A in M ϕ , and let ta 1 , a 2 , . . . , a ℓ u be a maximal ϕ-independent subset of A. Define ϕ{A : pEzAq r´ℓ Ñ F by pϕ{Aqpx 1 , . . . , x r´ℓ q :" ϕpx 1 , . . . , x r´ℓ , a 1 , . . . , a ℓ q.
(2) (Deletion) Let k be the rank of EzA in M ϕ , and choose a 1 , . . . , a r´k P A such that ta 1 , . . . , a r´k u is a basis of M ϕ {pEzAq. Define ϕzA : pEzAq k Ñ F by pϕzAqpx 1 , . . . , x k q :" ϕpx 1 , . . . , x k , a 1 , . . . , a r´k q.
The proof of the following lemma is the same as the proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 of [AD12]:
Lemma 4.4.
(1) Both ϕ{A and ϕzA are weak Grassmann-Plücker functions, and they are Grassmann-Plücker functions if ϕ is. Their definitions are independent of all choices up to global multiplication by a nonzero element of F .
4.3. Dual Pairs from Grassmann-Plücker functions. Let ϕ be a rank r weak GrassmannPlücker function on E with underlying matroid M ϕ .
Lemma 4.5. Let C be a circuit of M ϕ , and let e, f P C. The quantity ϕpe, x 2 , . . . , x r q ϕpf, x 2 , . . . , x r q is independent of the choice of x 2 , . . . , x r such that tf, x 2 , . . . , x r u is a basis for M ϕ containing Cze. ϕpf, x 2 , . . . , x r q¨ϕpe, x 2 , . . . , x r´1 , x 1 r q " ϕpe, x 2 , . . . , x r q¨ϕpf, x 2 , . . . , x r´1 , x 1 r q. This proves the lemma for ϕ-bases which differ by a single element, and the general case follows by induction on the number of elements by which two chosen bases differ.
Definition 4.6. Define C ϕ to be the collection of all X P F E such that: (1) X is a circuit of M ϕ (2) For every e, f P E and every basis B " tf, x 2 , . . . , x r u with Xze Ď B, we have Xpf q Xpeq "´ϕ pe, x 2 , . . . , x r q ϕpf, x 2 , . . . , x r q .
It is easy to see that C ϕ depends only on the equivalence class of ϕ. Set D ϕ :" C ϕ˚.
Lemma 4.7.
(1) The sets C ϕ and D ϕ form a weak dual pair of F -signatures of M ϕ in the sense of §2.8. Otherwise, we can write X " tx 1 , . . . , x k u and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y ℓ u with the elements of X XY " tx 1 , . . . , x n u " ty 1 , . . . y n u written first, so that n ě 1 and x i " y i for 1 ď i ď n.
Since Xzx i is independent for all i " 1, . . . , k, we must have k ď r`1, and similarly ℓ ď m´r`1. Since Xzx 1 is independent and Y zX is coindependent in the matroid M ϕ , we can extend Xzx 1 to a base B " tx 2 , . . . x r`1 u of M ϕ disjoint from Y zX. Similarly, since Y zy 1 is independent and B´Y is coindependent in the matroid M ϕ˚, we can extend Y zy 1 to a basis B˚of M ϕ˚w hich is disjoint from B´Y . Write EzpB˚Y y 1 q " tz 1 , . . . , z r´1 u. If |X X Y | ď 3 then |tx 1 , . . . , x r`1 uztz 1 , . . . , z r´1 u| " |X X Y | ď 3. By either (GP3) or (GP3) 1 , we have (4.8)
where σ " p´1q r´1 signpz 1 , . . . , z r´1 , y 1 , . . . , y m´r`1 q.
Multiplying both sides of (4.8) by σ¨ϕpx 2 , . . . , x r`1 q´1ϕ˚py 2 , . . . , y m´r`1 q´1 gives (4.9)
Xpx 1 q´1Xpx i qY px i qY py 1 q´1 P N G .
Multiplying both sides of (4.9) by Xpx 1 qY py 1 q then shows that X K Y .
Corollary 4.10. With notation as in Lemma 4.7, we have:
(1) For X P C ϕ and x i , x j P X, Xpx i q Xpx j q " p´1q i´j ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x i , . . . , x r`1 q ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x j , . . . , x r`1 q .
(2) For Y P D ϕ and y i , y j P Y , Y py j qY py i q´1 " ϕpy j , z 1 , . . . , z r´1 qϕpy i , z 1 , . . . , z r´1 q´1.
Proof. This follows from the same argument as [AD12, Corollary 4.4].
4.4. Grassmann-Plücker functions from Dual Pairs. In the previous section, we associated a (weak) dual pair pC ϕ , D ϕ q, depending only on the equivalence class of ϕ, to each (weak) Grassmann-Plücker function ϕ. However, we don't yet know that C ϕ and D ϕ satisfy the modular elimination axiom (although this will turn out later to be the case). In this section, we go the other direction, associating a (weak) Grassmann-Plücker function to a (weak) dual pair.
Theorem 4.11. Let C and D be a weak dual pair of F -signatures of a matroid M of rank r.
Then C " C ϕ and D " D ϕ for a rank r weak Grassmann-Plücker function ϕ which is uniquely determined up to equivalence. If C and D form a dual pair then ϕ is a Grassmann-Plücker function.
Proof. The proof of this result, while rather long and technical, is essentially the same as the special case of phased matroids given in [AD12, Proposition 4.6]. Rather than reproduce the entire argument, which takes up 4.5 pages of [AD12], we will content ourselves with indicating the (minor) changes which need to be made in the present context.
Step 1 from loc. cit. goes through without modification. In
Step 2, the orthogonality relation C K D now imples that Y pf qY peq´1 "´Xpf q´1Xpeq rather than Y peqY pf q´1 " XpeqXpf q´1. Thus the displayed equation (4) needs to be replaced with Y peq¨Y pf q´1 " ϕ C pf, t 2 , . . . , t r q´1ϕ C pe, t 2 , . . . , t r q (instead of the reciprocal of the right-hand side). In
Step 3, equations (3) and (4) and the assumption X K Y show (with notation from loc. cit.) that (4.12) ÿ
. . , x r q´1ϕ C px 0 , . . . ,x i , . . . , x r qϕ C px i , y 2 , . . . , y r qϕ C px 0 , y 2 , . . . , y r q´1 P N G , and multiplying both sides of (4.12) by ϕ C px 1 , . . . , x r qϕ C px 0 , y 2 , . . . , y r q gives
which is (GP3).
4.5. From Grassmann-Plücker functions to Circuits. In this section, we prove that the set C ϕ of elements of F E induced by a (weak) Grassmann-Plücker function ϕ is the set of F -circuits of a (weak) F -matroid with support M ϕ . The only non-trivial axiom is the Modular Elimination axiom (C3) 1 (resp. (C3)).
Theorem 4.13. Let ϕ be a strong (resp. weak) Grassmann-Plücker function on E. Then the set C ϕ Ď F E satisfies the strong Modular Elimination axiom pC3q (resp. the weak Modular Elimination axiom pC3q 1 ).
Proof. We prove the strong case first. Let M be the matroid on E corresponding to the support of ϕ. Suppose we have a modular family X, X 1 , . . . X k and elements e 1 . . . e k P E as in pC3q. Let z be any element of Xz
, and consider the matroid N " M |A. Since A has height k`1 in the lattice of unions of circuits of M , the rank of N˚is k`1. Thus the rank of N is |A|´k´1. The set I " Aztz, e 1 , . . . e k u has this rank and is spanning, so it is a basis of N. Let Z P C ϕ with Z given by the fundamental circuit of z with respect to I and with Zpzq " Xpzq. It is clear that Zpe i q " 0 for 1 ď i ď k. We must show that for any f P E we have´Zpf q`Xpf q`ř k i"1 X i pf q P N G . This is clear if f is z or one of the e i or if f R A, so we may suppose that f P I.
Let J be a basis of N including Xztzu and let K be a basis of M{A. Then B 1 " J 9 YK and B 2 " I 9 YK are bases of M. Let x 1 " z and let x 2 , . . . , x r`1 enumerate B 1 . Let y 1 , . . . , y r´1 enumerate B 2 ztf u. We define the constants λ 1 and λ 2 by λ 1 " ϕpx 2 , . . . x r`1 qXpzq´1 λ 2 " ϕpf, y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q.
Consider any i with 2 ď i ď r. If x i R X then tx 1 , . . . ,x i , . . . x r`1 u is not a basis, so ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x i , . . . x r`1 q " 0. If x i P X then
. . x r`1 q ϕpx i , x 2 , . . .x i , . . . x r`1 q and in either case it follows that ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x i , . . . x r`1 q " p´1q i λ 1 Xpx i q.
This formula also clearly holds for i " 1. For 1 ď i ď k, if f R X i then te i , y 1 , . . . y r´1 u is not a basis of M, so ϕpe i , y 1 , . . . y r´1 q " 0. If f P X i then we have X i pf q X i pe i q "´ϕ pe i , y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q ϕpf, y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q .
In either case, it follows that ϕpe i , y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q " λ 2 X i pf q Xpe i q .
Similarly we have ϕpz, y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q "´λ 2 Zpf q Xpzq .
Applying (GP3) we have r`1 ÿ s"1 p´1q s ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x s , . . . , x r`1 qϕpx s , y 1 , . . . y r´1 q P N G .
Many of these summands are 0. If x s R A then ϕpx 1 , . . . ,x s , . . . , x r`1 q " 0. If x s P Iztf u then ϕpx s , y 1 , . . . , y r´1 q " 0. The only other possibilities are x s " z, x s " f , or x s " e i for some i. So we havé
from which it follows that´Zpf q`Xpf q`ř k i"1 X i pf q P N G . The proof for weak Grassman-Plücker functions is essentially the same, but in the special case that k " 1. This ensures that |tx 1 , . . . , x r`1 uzty 1 , . . . y r´1 u| " |tz, f, e 1 u| ď 3, so that (GP3)
1 can be applied instead of (GP3).
4.6. From Circuits to Dual Pairs. We begin with the following result giving a weak version of the modular elimination axiom which holds for pairs of F -circuits that are not necessarily modular.
Lemma 4.14. Let C be the set of F -circuits of a weak F -matroid M. Then for all X, Y P C, e, f P E with Xpeq "´Y peq ‰ 0 and Y pf q ‰´Xpf q, there is Z P C with f P Z Ď pX YY qze.
Proof. This follows from the proof of [AD12, Lemma 5.4], where X 1 pgq ď Xpgq in loc. cit. is interpreted to mean that X 1 pgq " 0 or X 1 pgq " Xpgq (and similarly for Y 1 pgq and Y pgq). Note that the proof of [AD12, Proposition 5.1], which is used in the proof of Lemma 5.4 of loc. cit., holds mutatis mutandis for weak matroids over a hyperfield F .
The proof of the following result diverges somewhat from the treatment of the analogous assertion in [AD12] . It remains to prove (DP3) (resp. (DP3) 1 ). Let X P C and Y P D, and if M is a weak but not a strong F -matroid assume furthermore that |X X Y | ď 3. If X X Y is empty then we are done, so suppose that X X Y is nonempty. Since M is a matroid, X X Y must contain at least two elements, so let X X Y " tz, e 1 . . . e k u with k ě 1. We may assume without loss of generality that Y pzq " 1. Let I be a basis of MzY including XzY . Then B " I Y tzu is a basis of M . For 1 ď i ď k´1 let X i P C with X i the fundamental circuit of e i with respect to B and X i pe i q "´Xpe i q. Let C be the fundamental circuit of e k with respect to B.
We have XzB Ď te 1 , . . . , e k u, and for any e P X X B the fundamental cocircuit of e with respect to B must meet X again, and must do so in some element of XzB. Thus X Ď C Y Ť k´1 i"1 X i , which has height k in the lattice of unions of circuits of M . It follows that X and the X i form a modular family (resp. a modular pair). So there is some Z P C with Zpe i q " 0 for 1 ď i ď k´1 and´Zpf q`Xpf q`ř k´1 i"1 X i pf q P N G for any f P E. Applying this with f " e k gives Zpe k q " Xpe k q. For 1 ď i ď k´1 we have
Y pe i q Y pzq "´X i pzq X i pe i q , so that X i pzq "´X i pe i qY pe i q " Xpe i qY pe i q. Similarly, we have Zpzq "´Zpe k qY pe k q " Xpe k qY pe k q. This gives X¨Y " Xpe k qY pe k q`XpzqY pzq`k´1 ÿ i"1
Xpe i qY pe i q "´Zpzq`Xpzq`k´1 ÿ i"1
Thus X K Y .
4.7.
Cryptomorphic axiom systems for F -matroids. We can finally prove the main theorems from §2. We begin by proving Theorems 2.17 and 2.26 together in the following result:
Theorem 4.17. Let E be a finite set. There are natural bijections between the following three kinds of objects:
(C) Collections C Ă F E satisfying (C0),(C1),(C2),(C3). (GP) Equivalence classes of Grassmann-Plücker functions on E satisfying (GP1),(GP2),(GP3). (DP) Matroids M on E together with a dual pair pC, Dq satisfying (DP1),(DP2),(DP3). This is all that is used in the proofs, and if one makes the stronger assumption in Proposition 5.6 that C, D are the phased circuits (resp. cocircuits) of a phased matroid then the proof of Corollary 5.7 is incomplete. (7) In the second line of the proof of Proposition 5.3, the authors refer to the cocircuits of the phased matroid defined by ϕ, but one doesn't actually know at this point in their chain of reasoning that the modular elimination axiom holds for what eventually ends up being the phased matroid defined by ϕ. Their proof is nevertheless correct.
Remark A.1. In Definition 2.4, the authors write Zpgq ď maxtXpgq, Y pgqu in the "else" case, but this inequality can be replaced with equality; this follows from the "symmetric difference" part of [Whi87, Lemma 2.7.1]. The latter result also implies that axiom (ME) in Definition 2.4 (and also in Proposition A.21) can be replaced with a stronger axiom in which one asks for a unique Z P C with the stated properties.
Appendix B. Fuzzy rings simplified (written by Oliver Lorscheid)
In this appendix, we show that every fuzzy ring is weakly isomorphic to a fuzzy ring of a particularly simple form. To be more precise, we describe a full subcategory Fuzz 1 of the category Fuzz of fuzzy rings together with weak morphisms that is equivalent to Fuzz.
The objects of Fuzz 1 are defined as the fuzzy rings pK;`;¨; ǫ; K 0 q for which the triple pK,`,¨q is a semiring that is isomorphic to the group semiring NrGs of an abelian group G.
Note that if pK,`,¨q is a group semiring, then the axioms (FR0), (FR1), (FR2) and (FR7) of a fuzzy ring are automatically satisfied and axiom (FR3) is equivalent to the fact that ǫ P G. Note further that G " K˚.
Thus Fuzz 1 consists of quintuples pK;`;¨; ǫ; K 0 q for which pK,`,¨q is a commutative semiring equal to NrK˚s and such that ǫ P K˚and K 0 Ď K satisfy the following axioms: (FR4) K 0 is a proper semiring ideal, i.e. K 0`K0 Ď K 0 , K¨K 0 Ď K 0 , 0 P K 0 and 1 R K 0 . (FR5) For α P K˚, we have 1`α P K 0 if and only if α " ǫ. (FR6) If x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 P K and x 1`y1 , x 2`y2 P K 0 , then x 1¨x2`ǫ¨y1¨y2 P K 0 .
Proposition B.1. The inclusion functor Fuzz 1 Ñ Fuzz is an equivalence of categories. In particular, a fuzzy ring pK;`;¨; ǫ; K 0 q is weakly isomorphic to the fuzzy ring pK 1 ;`;¨; ǫ 1 ; K 1 0 q that is defined as follows:
‚ pK 1 ,`,¨q " NrK˚s as semirings; ‚ ǫ 1 " 1¨ǫ, considered as an element of K˚Ď NrK˚s " K 1 ; ‚ K 1 0 " ř n x x P NrK˚sˇˇř n x x P K 0 as an element of K ( .
Proof.
It is clear that the inclusion functor Fuzz 1 Ñ Fuzz is fully faithful. Thus it suffices to show that this functor is essentially surjective. This follows from the latter claim of the proposition.
To begin with, we reason that the quintuple pK 1 ;`;¨; ǫ 1 ; K 1 0 q is indeed a fuzzy ring. As observed before, it is enough to verify axioms (FR4), (FR5) and (FR6). Axioms (FR4) and (FR6) follow immediately from the corresponding properties for K. Axiom (FR5) follows from the corresponding property for K and the fact that pK 1 q˚" pNrK˚sq˚" K˚. In what follows, we show that the identity map f : pK 1 q˚Ñ K˚, with respect to the identification pK 1 q˚" K˚, defines a weak isomorphism K 1 Ñ K of fuzzy rings. To begin with, we verify that f is a weak morphism. If ř n x x P K 1 0 , then ř n x x P K 0 by the very definition of K 1 0 . Thus f is a weak morphism. We continue with the verification that the identity map g : K˚Ñ pK 1 q˚defines a weak morphism K Ñ K 1 . Consider a sum ř x i of elements x 1 , . . . , x n P K˚that is contained in K 0 . The corresponding element of K 1 is ř n x x, where n x equals the number of indices i between 1 and n for which x i " x. Again by the definition of K 1 0 , this is an element of K 1 0 . This shows that g defines a weak morphism K Ñ K 1 . Since f and g are mutual inverse maps, the corresponding weak morphisms between K and K 1 are mutual inverse weak isomorphisms, which completes the proof of the proposition.
